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OCTAEVO’s iconic paper vases are coming now in new shapes and 
prints for you to explore and, more importantly, enjoy.  
 
Be bold, wild and wonderful! The new “Riviera Paper Vases” are all 
about expression, positive vibes and serve as the uplifting 
design statement your home needs.  
 
 

 
 
 
November 2020. The starting point for the new, happy Riviera Paper Vase collection? An 
adoration of ‘60s décor, its breathtakingly use of vivid colours and alluring shapes.  
 
Bright pink and even brighter tangerine with aqua accents transcend positive energy and 
optimism, while delicate lines in gold add a sophisticated touch that will make every design 
aficionado swoon.  
 
Handmade entirely in water resistant paper, the vases present a new way to arrange flowers 
and apply an added functionality through their possibility to recycle plastic. Simply open the 
paper vase by gently pushing in the edges and slip it over a plastic bottle. Et voilà!  
 
Place the vase on the dining table, in a windowsill or side table for a characterful design 
object that is unique in both its function and expression – and that pays homage to the most 
stylish decade ever.  
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- Colors: Blue / green, pink / yellow, lilac / light blue, orange / pink,  
- Material: Water resistant paper 180 gr 
- Large size: 215 x 290 mm 
- Small size: 168 x 168 mm, with greeting card and envelope  
- Printing: Offset with metallic gold foil stamping 
- Embellishment: Laminated and sewn by hand 
- Price: Large € 19.50 / Small € 13.50 
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About OCTAEVO 
 
From their studio in the center of Barcelona, OCTAEVO creates thoughtful design objects for 
contemporary living that are 100% inspired by the Mediterranean. Each piece is made to be 
held close, designed to inspire and to brighten up your day-to-day.   
 
Established in 2013 by Marcel Baer, the firm has already become a benchmark of decoration 
and product design. Swiss born with Spanish roots, graphic designer and creative director 
Baer founded the brand inspired by his childhood memories. 
The family album and cherished moments found in photographs and Super 8 movies of his 
family’s voyages in the 60s along the Mediterranean coast, as well as the stories told by his 
father who worked at high seas, define the aesthetic universe of OCTAEVO. 
 
Today, Baer seeks in each piece the perfect balance between the latest technology and 
traditional craftsmanship. With hundreds of points of sale throughout the world, OCTAEVO is 
taking part in the most prominent fairs each season and enjoys the favor of the national and 
international press. 
 
 
 

 
For more information, photos or interviews:  

Bel Lepikson, Tel. 930 17 83 11 
Email: press@octeavo.com 

 
 


